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Edit Instrument Names is a plugin that allows you to edit the full and short instrument names of all the staves 
in a score at once. It is especially useful for large scores. You can read about it in these blog posts: 
 

• https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/tip-editing-instrument-names-quickly/ 

• https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/working-with-instrument-names-in-sibelius/ 
 

Formatting Instrument Names 
 
Instrument names are commonly plain text, such as Flute. If you want something like a real accidental for 

Trumpet in Bb, though, you need to apply formatting. You might also want to make text bold or italic or to 

appear on multiple lines. 
 
The most straightforward way to do that is to double click on an instrument name at the left edge of a staff, and 
type Return to split a line, or make a selection and type ctrl/cmnd+i to make it italic. You can right click to get 
special characters such as accidentals. 
 
That is fine for 1 or 2 names, but if you need to change 40 in an orchestral score that gets tedious. 
 
In Edit Instrument Names, you can type in formatting wildcards around the text, and these will be converted 
into formatted text in the score. You can type ^b, and it will be converted into a flat accidental from the Music 
Text font, and you can use any other formatting wildcards discussed in the Sibelius Reference in the Wildcards 
section. Though these are defined for the Score Info/Backstage area, they will work in the score and in these 
plugins in most cases. 

 
 
Prior to version 02.21.00, the dialog in Edit Instrument Names could not show text that had been formatted 
previously, but now, in Sibelius 6 or later, any text formatting will be retained and shown in the dialog. 
 

https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/tip-editing-instrument-names-quickly/
https://www.scoringnotes.com/tips/working-with-instrument-names-in-sibelius/


 
 
 
The Sibelius References describes some specific formatting that can be done to Instrument Names in its section 
on Instrument Names.  
 
The Format Instrument Names dialog, in Edit Instrument Names and some other plugins, applies these 
wildcards to instrument names to create some common text formatting.  
Click on the Format… button in the main dialog to open Format Instrument Names. 
 



 
 
The Instrument Names listbox contains all the full and short names in the current screen of the main dialog. 
Each entry consists of a label, which is the staff number followed by _Full: or _Short:, followed by the 
instrument name that was shown in the edit box in the main dialog. Only the instrument name portion will be 
formatted. Staves whose edit boxes were disabled in the main dialog will be marked with an X after the staff 
name, indicating that this staff cannot be formatted. 
 
In Sibelius 7 and later you can ctrl/cmnd click entries in the list box to multi-select entries and format several 
names at once. 
 
Formatting is accomplished by applying formatting presets to selected instrument names. 
 
If you select a preset from the Presets list box, its formatting characters and description appear below the list 
box. Presets use Sibelius formatting wildcards and special characters to represent the name or parts of the 
name. '@' is the complete name. For instruments like Trumpet in Bb, '%' is the portion of the name up to 'in', 
and $ is the portion from 'in' on. 'Split' presets that use % and S will only format instrument names that include 
a key name, such as 'Trumpet in Bb', and ignores other instrument names. The "marker text", which in English 
is " in " and the letters A- G, can be edited to handle non-English names. 
 
If you apply the preset Name 1 -2, whose formatting codes are 1\n\@ \n\2 to the instrument name Flute, the 
result will be as shown below in the dialog, and then in the score. Unfortunately, there is no good way to 
preview the results in the score until you close the plugin. Use Undo immediately if the result is not what you 
expected. 
 



 
 
Undo Formatting will restore the formatting string to the value it had when this dialog was brought up before 
making any changes. It will not undo formatting made a previous session. You will need to edit the formatted 
name in the main dialog to remove such formatting. 
 
 
The preset Name 1-2 implements one of the instrument name styles described in the Reference in section 5.4 
Instrument names in the topic Format and style of names. It is marked as format 2 in the graphic 
below. 
 

 
For this formatting to be effective, the text style used for Instrument Names needs to be modified as described 
in the to have a Line Spacing of 50% rather than the default 90%. The built-in presets all assume a line spacing 
of 50% for proper spacing. 



 

Processing Instrument names with “in Bb”- type key names 
 
While names such as Clarinet in Bb can be processed as a single block, this dialog can also split names that 
contain “ in ” followed by a key name (a capital letter A though G) into 2 parts: the part before “ in ” and the 
part from “ in ” to the end. Formatting will then be applied only to the second piece of the name. For example, 
we might have 
 
Clarinet in Bb 
 
The built-in presets that start with Split use the special formatting characters % and $ to split the name into 
“Clarinet ” and “in <keyname>”, add formatting around the 2 parts of the name.  
 
Here are some instrument name formats that music engraver Bill Holab sent to me to use as examples. We can 
produce these with various combinations of parameters. 
  

 
 
Bill described the examples above as  
 
Clarinet 1\n\\n\in B^b 2 
Clarinet 1\n\\n\in B^b    
Clarinet 2\n\\n\in B^b 
 
Assume we start with Clarinet in B^b, these can be produced using the presets Split in key 1-2, Split in key 1, 
and Split in key 2.  
 
The "marker text", which in English is " in " and the letters A- G, can be edited to handle non-English names 
using Edit Split Preset Text. 
 
 

Creating and editing presets 
 
If you want to use formatting that is different from the available presets, you can edit or create your own 
presets using the Edit, Add, or Delete Preset button, which brings up another dialog. 
 



 

 
 
The documentation in the dialog should contain enough information to let you Edit, Rename, Add, or Delete a 
preset. You will need to understand what the formatting codes do to use this effectively. It can often be helpful 
to start with a similar preset and make changes to the formatting codes from there. 
 
Edited presets are stored between Sibelius sessions in the plugin Preferences database, which can be viewed 
and edited using the shipping Preferences plugin. There is no way currently to transfer changed presets to 
another machine, but Trace all presets will at least write them to the trace window, and you can copy the text 
to a text editor and print them out for entry in the Edit Preset dialog. 


